VeeamON – Session-O-Rama of Veeam
Goodness
This is an exciting year for many reasons. Technology is continuing to make significant gains as we
see products and features innovating at a phenomenal rate.
One of the exciting things happening is the addition of a new face in the technology conference
space with VeeamON 2014, the inaugural Veeam conference in Las Vegas, October 6-8, 2014.

While Veeam have been heavily involved with other industry conferences such as VMworld, TechEd,
EMC World and many more, this will be particularly interesting because this is their opportunity to
dive deeply into the Veeam portfolio with some powerful industry speakers joining them for the
event.

Far Beyond Marketing: How VeeamON Connects You With Experts
There are many activities happening during the VeeamON event, but the focus as you will see with
the proposed agenda that it is filled with some extremely technical content, as well as with effective
business-oriented sessions that show the value of Veeam products plus how to build better
operational practices.

There is also a partner track to help Veeam partners get the most of their relationship with the
organization and its staff so that you can fully leverage the great resources on both the technical and
business teams.
The general schedule for each day is listed at the site as shown below:

General Schedule. Source: http://go.veeam.com/veeamon-faq
If you are keen to get involved in a great event, and witness the growth of this community, you can
go to the site http://go.veeam.com/veeamon2014 to see more info and to register.
If nothing, the price of admission is well worth it to meet the real Rickatron! Rick Vanover is a really
great presenter and a super guy to talk to who has been very supportive of all of our virtual
communities. In fact, all of the folks I know at Veeam are really spectacular resources to chat with
and learn from.
Maybe I’ll be lucky enough to join you there!

